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Abstract
The switching mode circuit consists of the switching device, the power supply line, and the signal transmission line. By the
current method, the electromagnetic analysis is so difficult and the accuracy of the simulation result is not high. This cause is
estimated to due that the rectangular wave shape has been analysed ignoring the electromagnetic phenomenon. The solitary
electromagnetic wave theory was constructed for solving this problem. The solitary electromagnetic wave is generated at the
switching moment. The vector wave equations which forms the core of this theory were developed by fusing the semiconductor
physics, nonlinear undulation physics, and the conventional electromagnetic wave physics. Almost all problems which became
obvious by experiment and analysis about the switching mode circuit was solved by the solitary electromagnetic wave theory and
the lossy line technologies. Usually, the generated solitary electromagnetic wave on the core circuit of SoC (system on a chip)
including LSI is uniform, because the manufactured transistors on it are in uniform. Therefore, the electromagnetic analysis
including the timing analysis of SOC for example becomes easily by this theory. The time domain tools which are used habitually
by the circuit designers can be used because the solitary electromagnetic wave have the time domain shape. The modified
significant frequency which is define in the solitary electromagnetic theory makes possible to convert the time domain to/from
the frequency domain for using the current electromagnetic simulators and the high-frequency measurement instruments. The
lossy line technologies were developed based on this theory and they can reconstruct the switching mode circuit to the
quasi-stationary-closed-circuit (QSCC) effectively. QSCC brings the EMI free situation and easy design circumstance. In the last
part, the reconstruction example of the switching mode power supply circuit to QSCC is presented.
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1. Introduction
The switching mode circuit including the digital circuit and
the switching mode power supply circuit consists of the
switching device, the power line, and the signal line. The
switching mode circuit has many advantages against the
analog circuit from a standpoint of the power consumption,
design, manufacturing, system building, size, and weight. In
addition, the digital circuit can process and transmit the large
data at high speed. However, the electromagnetic interference
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including the crosstalk has not been solved till now. The
current electromagnetic wave theory cannot be applied to the
skew analysis of the clock distribution circuit. Therefore, this
theory has been believed to be unnecessary for the design and
analysis of the chip of SoC. The AC circuit theory has been
used for this object alternatively. The transmission line theory
has been used for the design and analysis about the printed
circuit board and the digital transmission line. The author had
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been analysing the electromagnetic interference of the
switching mode circuit by focusing the high frequency power
supply current [1, 2]. As the result, it was clarified that these
conventional circuit theories have many problems at the case
of applying to the switching mode circuit. In addition, the
electromagnetic wave theory presented by Maxwell cannot
handle the intermittent electromagnetic phenomenon which is
observed frequently on the digital circuit. Nevertheless the
switching mode circuit is being designed and used in the world
widely. From this situation, the reliable solution was discussed.
As the result, the solitary electromagnetic wave theory and the
lossy line technologies were conceived and developed [3, 4].
The solitary electromagnetic wave theory which includes the
vector wave equations of the time domain was constructed by
fusing the semiconductor physics, nonlinear undulation
physics, and the conventional electromagnetic wave physics.
The lossy line technologies were developed based on the
solitary electromagnetic wave theory.

the high-frequency circuit. The transmission line theory is
based on the telegrapher’s equation which was presented by
Oliver Heaviside in 1880s for the telecommunication
engineering, and it is based on the AC circuit theory.
Therefore this theory cannot handle the electromagnetic
phenomenon on the transmission line.
2.3. Electromagnetic Wave THEORY
The conventional electromagnetic wave equation which was
presented by James Clerk Maxwell in 1864 forms the core of
the electromagnetic wave theory. It is estimated to have been
developed by fusing the conventional electromagnetic physics
and the d’Alembert’s wave equation.
The d’Alembert’s wave equation is
=∆

(1)

where c is the traveling speed.
The solution of 1 is

2. Problems of Conventional
Theories
2.1. AC Circuit Theory
The AC circuit theory consist of Ohm’s law, the Kirchhoff’s
circuit laws, and others. The electric current which is defined
as the drift speed of the electron or charge ( ⁄ ) in the
conductor is used in this theory. The drift speed which was
calculated at first and presented by George Gamow in 1947 is
quite slow. For example, the calculated drift speed is
0.368mm/s when the electric current of 10A flows in the
copper wire of 1mm cross section. Therefore, this type current
is not commensurate with the switching mode circuit. The idea
of the distorted wave also does not fit to the switching mode
circuit, because the measurement value is totally different
from the calculation value by the Fourier transform [1]. The
Ohm’s law about the resistance is not conform to the
electromagnetic physics. In addition, the decoupling capacitor
does not work effectively at the power supply line in the
switching mode circuit [5, 6].
Nevertheless, the AC circuit theory can be applied in a limited
way to the high-frequency circuit and switching mode circuit
which are formed in microscopic. The quasi stationary state is
defined in the electromagnetic physics as the state that the
radiation of the electromagnetic wave is suppressed enough by
shortening all wires in the AC circuit. Such switching mode
circuit is defined as the quasi-stationary-closed-circuit
(QSCC) in the solitary electromagnetic wave theory [1].
2.2. Transmission Line Theory
The transmission line theory has been used for the design of
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2 means that two linear waves are generated and they travel to
opposite direction at speed c. u in 1 can be applied to any
physical phenomena.
The electromagnetic wave equation in vacuum is
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By comparison 3 with 10, the traveling speed (c) is
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The value of 4 is 2.997925×108 [m/s], which is the light speed
in vacuum. The electromagnetic wave equation about sine
wave in vacuum is
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The electromagnetic wave equations can be applied not
only to vacuum space but also to the signal transmission
line.
This equation has the highest completeness. However, the
Fourier transform which is unrelated to the physics is required
of the analysis to the switching mode circuit. Therefore, it is
impossible that the intermittent electromagnetic phenomenon
and the skew are analyzed by this theory. The skew means the
timing difference of the signal voltage between clock and
signal.
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3. Solitary Electromagnetic
Wave Theory [1, 7-10]
3.1. Derivation of Wave Shape
The on-chip inverter circuit is the typical switching mode
circuit on SoC (Figure 1).
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The drain current increases to the half of VDD from zero in the
first half of the gate voltage in accordance with 7 and 8. The
drain current decreases to zero from the half of VDD in the last
half of the gate voltage by forming the inverse curve line of
this (Figure 2a). The drain-source voltage (?<^ ) was calculated
by integral of the drain current (Figure 2b).

Figure 1. On-chip Inverter Circuit.

In Figure 1, the on-chip inverter circuit consists of the DC
source, the power supply line, the signal transmission line, the
driver, and the receiver. The driver and the receiver consist of
the CMOS (complementary metal oxide semiconductor)
circuit having PMOS FET (the PMOS field effect transistor)
and NMOS FET.

(a) Drain Current (ID)

The electric current of the switching moment of the on-chip
inverter on SoC was calculated in accordance with the
semiconductor physics [7]. The reasons of the selection of the
on-chip inverter were that the detail of the device parameters
are shown on the ITRS site [8]. In Figure 1, PMOS FET leads
the turn-on motion of the CMOS circuit of the on-chip inverter.
On the other hand, the NMOS FET leads the turn-off motion
of the CMOS circuit.
According to the semiconductor physics, the saturation drain
current (;<=> ) of the MOS FET at the voltage higher than the
threshold voltage (?@ ) is
;<=> = A ∙ 2 ∙ 0?C − ?@ 4 ∙ DEF ∙ (GH )

(7)

where k is the pre-factor and its suitable value is 0.5-1, z is the
gate width, DEF is the gate capacitance, GH is the hall mobility.
The transformed 7 in accordance with ITRS is
;<=> = I ∙ ;<=>

,J

∙

KL MKNOPQ

R(KSS MKNOPQ )

(8)

where A is the conversion coefficient, VDD is the supply
voltage, ;<=> ,J is the peak saturation drain current of the
PMOS FET and this value is the half value of its of NMOS
FET, ?@=> is the saturation threshold voltage, z is the gate
width, and Vg is the gate voltage.
On the other hand, the drain current (ID) of PMOS FET is
;< =

TOU,VWPX
Y

∙

KL

KSS

(9)

where ;=Z,[\>] is the source/drain subthreshold off-state
leakage current.

(b) Drain-Source Voltage (VDS)
Figure 2. First Waveform of NMOS FET (calculated).

In Figure 2, the parameters of the high performance NMOS
FET in 2009 shown in ITRS 2008update were as follows; VDD
is 1.1V, ;<=> ,J is ;<=> ,J ⁄2 = 0.6585mA/μm , ;<=> ,J of
PMOS FET is 0.4-0.5 of it of ;<=> ,g . ?@=> = 196mV ,
;^<,[\>] is 0.17µA/µm, z is 108nm, and DEF = 0.875fF.
According to the ITRS, The voltage between drain and source
(VDS) and the charging time (T) are
?<^ =

nop

@

q ;<=> r

(10)

where s = DEF ∙ ?<< ⁄;<=> .

The time when ?<^ becomes the half of ?<< is 1.84ps from 10.

In Figure 2a, the drain current (ID) was modified by mean
square calculation and its horizontal axis was replaced to the
time scale (Figure 3a). The drain-source voltage (?<^ ) was
calculated by integral of the calculated drain current (Figure
3b).
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(a) Drain Current (ID)

(b) Drain-Source Voltage (VDS)
Figure 4. Third Waveform of NMOS FET (calculated).
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(b) Drain-Source Voltage (VDS)
Figure 3. Second Waveform of NMOS FET (calculated).

The electric field (Ea) and magnetic field (Ha) generated by the
switching motion of NMOS FET when the voltage shape in
Figure 3b is given to the gate-source of NMOS FET were
calculated by using 7 and 8 as the third waveform (Figure 4a,
4b). The drain-source voltage (VDS) was calculated by integral
of the wave shape of the calculated electric field (Figure 4c).

In Figure 4a, both shapes of the electric field and the magnetic
field are same in accordance with the electromagnetic wave
theory. And the magnitude of the relative electric field and the
relative magnetic field are the strength of 1 m distance. These
actual magnitude of each electric field and magnetic field
depends on the structure and the material of the on-chip
inverter. The rise time t of the on-chip inverter is 0.98ps
shown as Figure 4b. Incidentally, the intrinsic delay time of
high performance NMOS FET in 2009 shown in ITRS
2008update was 0.73ps. In Figure 4a, the rise time t is
defined as the effective time width = of the wave shape of the
electric field and the magnetic field in the solitary
electromagnetic theory.
3.2. Derivation of Solitary Electromagnetic
Wave Equation
The solitary wave was found by John Scott Russell in 1834
during his experiments about the smooth run of the boat in a
canal. This discovery was not recognized by the scientist of
this age. In 1895, D. J. Korteweg and G. de Vries (KdV)
presented the wave equation about the solitary wave on the
shallow water [9]. The presented KdV equation is
u

+

v '
u
w
x
H

+

'H

y

∙

zu

0

xz

(11)

where η is the surface evaluation above the equilibrium level h,
%{| , g is the gravitation constant, and }

.

An example of the solution of the KdV equation 11 about the
wave which has the quantity is
u .

•-€ | • √•

•

‚

(12)

where λ is the speed, •⁄2 is the magnitude, 2⁄√• is the
time width, and
is the initial constant.
N. J. Zabusky and M. D. Kruskal confirmed the existence of
(a) Electric Field and Magnetic Field
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the solitary wave at the computer simulation of the heat
conducting system based on the KdV equation in 1965, and
this wave was named Soliton by them. The calculated electric
field and the magnetic field shown in Figure 4a were estimated
to be the Soliton wave which has no harmonics. From above,
the electromagnetic wave consisting of the electric field and
the magnetic field shown in Figure 4a was named the solitary
electromagnetic wave (SEMW). The solitary electromagnetic
wave equation was developed based on 12 by reference to the
estimated Maxwell’s development process of the conventional
electromagnetic wave equation.
Developed solitary electromagnetic wave equation is
( )=)
" ( ) = ±8

∙ sec ℎ †‡( ∓ ˆ2√ 3 + ‰ Š)‹
:

9& ∙ sec ℎ †‡( ∓ ˆ2√ 3 + ‰ Š)‹

(13)

(b) Drain-Source Voltage (VDS)
Figure 5. Solitary Electric Field and VDS (calculated).

(14)

where E0 is the peak strength of the electric field, each µ and ε
is the electric permittivity and the magnetic permeability, z is
the travelling distance, T1 is the initial value of time, i is the
unit vector of the standard transverse direction against the
travelling direction, and j are the unit vector of the
perpendicular direction to the transverse direction.
The solitary electromagnetic wave consists of electric field
wave and the s magnetic field wave and these waves are at
right angles to each other and both waveforms are same except
its magnitude. The solitary electromagnetic wave has the
following characteristics as the Soliton wave.
a. It travels without changing its speed and waveform.
b. The magnitude and the speed of it are not influenced by
crossing.
The wave shape of the solitary electric field was calculated by
13 when
is 1, B is 2.0, z is 0, ‰ is 1.7ns (Figure 5a). The
wave shape of the drain-source voltage (?<^ ) was calculated
by 1.1029 times as the correction factor of integral of the
solitary electric field shown in Figure 5a (Figure 5b).

In Figure 5, = is defined as the effective time width of the
solitary electromagnetic wave and it equals to the rise time
( t ) of the transistor. In Figure 20b, the correction factor of
1.1029 was necessary at integral of the solitary electric field
shown in Figure 20a. The wave shape of the solitary electric
field and the drain-source voltage (?<^ ) are well matched to
the wave shape of the electric field.
The defined wave length (•= ) of the solitary electromagnetic
wave on the transmission line is
•^ =

O

%&' :Œ :'

(15)

The solitary electromagnetic wave equation shown in 13 and
14 are the time domain equation. Therefore, this equation has
the affinity with the circuit engineers who are habitually using
the time domain measurement instrument and the time domain
circuit simulator. On the other hand, the frequency domain
measurement instrument and the simulator become necessary
for development of the component and material usually. The
wave shapes of Soliton is similar to the half period of the sine
wave and 1⁄• = almost equals to the frequency of the sine
wave. Therefore, the modified significant frequency (MSF)
was defined as Ž•• ≡ 1⁄• = in the solitary electromagnetic
wave theory. By MSF, the frequency domain characteristics
can be got from the calculation result by the solitary
electromagnetic wave equation. The definition of the
significant frequency (SF) which is defined as 0.34⁄ t had
been presented about the trapezoidal pulse [12]. The solitary
electromagnetic wave is not such distorted wave and does not
consist of the harmonic waves. Therefore, SF could not be
directly applied to the solitary electromagnetic wave.
The design method for reconstructing the switching mode
circuit to QSCC was presented in the solitary electromagnetic
wave theory [1, 10].

(a) Solitary Electric Field (Ea)

The major items of the defined criterion are the following;
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a. QSCC formation method
The traveling time ” of the solitary electromagnetic wave on
all transmission line should be smaller than 1/5 of = [11]. For
this, the miniaturization technologies and high density design
technologies are useful.
b. System construction method by QSCC
To use the high-performance decoupling devices to the
interface between each QSCC. For this, the lossy line
technologies should be used.
3.3. Generation of Solitary Electromagnetic
Wave
The on-chip inverter circuit is the typical switching mode
circuit on SoC, which generates the solitary electromagnetic
wave. Generally, the switching mode circuit is a type of the
voltage source circuit. On this type circuit, the solitary electric
field wave (SEW) acts as the leading player. In Figure 1, the
driver generates the solitary electric field waves (SEWP and
SEWS) on both power supply line and signal line. (Figure 6) [1,
4].

(a) On Power Supply Line

In Figure 6, SEWP has the positive magnitude and SEWS has
the negative magnitude. The effective time width ( = ) of both
wave is same. The voltage of the power supply line is reduced
to the half of the DC source voltage VDD by SEWP, and the
voltage of the signal line is increased to the half of the DC
source voltage VDD by SEWS.
3.4. Availability
The switching mode circuit shown in Figure 1 was analyzed
in accordance with the solitary electromagnetic wave theory.
Some examples of the results are presented in the following.
3.4.1. Rising Part Analysis of Signal
The solitary electromagnetic wave travels in the insulator of
the transmission line at the sub light speed in accordance with
the conventional electromagnetic wave theory. In Figure 1, the
receiver is replaced to the termination circuit having the
matched impedance. SEWS which has the negative amplitude
travels on the signal transmission line and it charges the power
supply line to VDD/2 by the electrostatic energy pulled out
from the DC source. SEWS is disappeared at the termination
circuit having the matched impedance finally. On the other
hand, SEWP having the positive amplitude travels on the
power supply line toward the DC source and it discharges the
power supply line to VDD/2 by pushing out the electrostatic
energy to the DC source. When SEWP reach the DC source,
SEWP is reflected by the low impedance of the DC source and
it is changed to the negative amplitude. SEWP travels on the
power supply line and the signal transmission line and it
charges both transmission lines to VDD by the electrostatic
energy pulled out from the DC source. SEWP is also
disappeared at the termination circuit having the matched
impedance finally.
The solitary electric field wave on the output terminal of the
driver in Figure 1 was calculated by 13 (Figure 7a). The
calculation condition is the following; VDD is 3V, the effective
time width = is 100ps,
is 0.03, B = 3.974⁄ ^ = 0.04–- M ,
z for SEW1 is 0 mm which is the length of the signal line, z for
SEW2 is 20mm which is sum of the round length of the power
supply line and the length of the signal line, =
= 4• ×
M˜
M
10 , 3 = ε^ 3 = 4.35 × 8.855 × 10
, ‰ = ^ × 0.75 =
75–-, The characteristic impedance of the signal line and the
power supply line is 50Ω, and the receiver is replaced to the
termination circuit having the impedance of 50Ω.
The wave shape of the signal voltage was calculated by
integral of the wave shape of the calculated electric field
(Figure 7b).

(b) On Signal transmission line
Figure 6. Generated SEW on Transmission Line (image).

The wave shape of the signal current at the driver terminal on
the signal line IS was calculated by the following equation
when the length of the signal line is 50mm (Figure 7c).
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The signal current by SEW1 is
;^ ( ) =

M

R'

šq

•›1 ( )r − q

•›1œ ( )r •

(16)

•›2œ ( )r •

(17)

The signal current by SEW2 is
;^ ( ) =

M

R'

šq

•›2 ( )r − q

;^ ( ) = ;^ ( ) + ;^ ( )

(18)
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In Figure 7c, the electric current is observed on the signal
transmission line during the term of charging the signal
transmission line. This electric current is not the dq⁄dt current
in the conductor but is the current which consists of the
solitary magnetic wave and the flow of the electrostatic energy
in the insulator.
The rž ⁄r current will flow in the conductor of the signal
line when the parallel resistance is included in the
impedance-matching circuit. The drift speed of this current
does not influence to the performance of the on-chip inverter.
3.4.2. Analysis of Signal Under Low
Impedance Termination
In Figure 1, the receiver is replaced to the termination circuit
having the impedance of 20Ω. Both solitary electric field
waves which are generated on the power supply line and on
the signal line reflect at the termination circuit on the signal
line. The wave shapes were calculated by the same way as
3.4.1. The reflected waves were calculated in accordance with
the current transmission line theory (Figure 8).

(a) SEW

(b) Rising Part of Voltage

(a) SEW

(c) Signal Current
Figure 7. Wave Shape on Signal Transmission Line (calculated).
(b) Signal Voltage
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(c) Signal Current
Figure 8. Wave Shape of Rising Part of Signal (calculated).

The reflection wave on the transmission line have been
analysed by the lattice diagram which has the other names
such as the bounce diagram, the echo diagram, or the
reflection diagram has been used. These methods are
convenient but they are not in accordance with
electromagnetic physics.

(c) Signal Current
Figure 9. Wave Shape of Rising Part of Signal (calculated).

3.4.4. Analysis of Continuous Signal
The wave shape at the driver terminal on the signal line of the
continuous solitary electric field and the continuous signal
voltage which have the period of 700ps were calculated by the
same way as 3.4.1. (Figure 10).

3.4.3. Analysis of Signal Under High
Impedance Termination
In Figure 1, the receiver is replaced to the termination circuit
having the impedance of 220Ω. The wave shapes were
calculated by the same way as 3.4.2. (Figure 9).

(a) SEW

(a) SEW

(b) Signal Voltage
Figure 10. Wave Shape on Signal Transmission Line (calculated).

4. Lossy Line Technologies
(b) Signal Voltage

4.1. Low Impedance Lossy Line
When the decoupling component having the low impedance
and the large transmission loss is used to the power supply line,
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the electromagnetic interference can be reduced and the
performance of the switching device can be increased. The
capacitor is used for actualizing these but its performance is
quite poor at the high frequency band because it is not
conform to the electromagnetic physics [5, 6]. This problem is
solved perfectly by the low impedance lossy line (LILL)
technology [1-4, 10, 12-14, 16]. LILL is connected in series to
the power supply line and it is placed in proximity to SoC or
the switching transistor. The LILL technology includes the
on-chip type, embedded type, and component type. The
typical LILL consists of two metal layers, a thin insulator layer,
and the semiconductor layer. The semiconductor layer is
formed on one face or both face of the insulator layer. The
transmission loss is generated in the semiconductor layer by
the skin depth effect. The typical semiconductor layer is
formed by the carbon paste. The attenuation constant of LILL
is
α=

M\ ¡⁄¢

(19)

∙R' £√]¤¥

where b is the thickness of the semiconductor layer, δ =
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From 20 and 23, the transmission coefficient of the lossy line
chip corresponding to the attenuation constant and the
reflection loss at each terminal is
•

©ª

=•

©

×•

ªn

(24)

The transmission coefficient corresponding to the
electromagnetic coupling between terminals of the lossy line
is
•

n

= (R

(25)

±± ⁄R' )¬

where -nn is the electrostatic capacitance between the
terminals of the chip.
From 24 and 25, the approximate transmission coefficient of
the lossy line chip adjusted by the electromagnetic coupling is:
•

≅ 9•

©ª

+•

n

(26)

The component style LILL has been prototyped in few times
in accordance with the analysing result (Figure 11).

§, σ is the conductivity of the semiconductor, Z0 is the
%•
characteristic impedance of the lossy line, w is the chip width
of the lossy line, A = D ∙ œ⁄(2 ∙ 10M¨ 3) , C1 is the
capacitance per 1cm2 of the etched aluminum film, a is the
thickness of the alumina on the etching surface.
From 19, the transmission coefficient of LILL is
•

©

= € M©Y

(20)

where z is the chip length of the lossy line.
The transmission coefficient corresponding to the reflection
loss at each terminal of the lossy line is
•

ª

= 91 − š

R«« MR'
R«« ¬R'

•

(a) Shape

(21)

where -®® is the characteristic impedance of the lossy line,
- is the characteristic impedance of the connected
transmission line.
The transmission coefficient at the low frequency which the
AC circuit theory can be applied is
•

n

=

⁄¯”n

(22)

⁄¯”n ¬R'

where C is the electrostatic capacitance of the chip of the lossy
line.
From 21 and 22, the approximate transmission coefficient of
the lossy line chip corresponding to 21 and 22 is
•

ªn

≅ 9•

n

+•

ª

(23)

(b) Typical S21 (measured)
Figure 11. Latest Prototype of LILL of 14mm line length.

In Figure 11, LILL was prototyped by the etched aluminium
foil having the chemical conversion film and the coated
carbon paste.
Developing the on-chip LILL is the future problem.
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4.2. Matched Impedance Lossy Line
The lossy line technologies also can be applied to the signal
line. The lossy signal transmission line was named as the
matched impedance lossy line (MILL) [1, 6-8]. The ability of
the MILL was clarified in the discussion about the final
voltage difference of both terminals of LILL based on the
solitary electromagnetic wave theory. The formation of MILL
is same as LILL basically. However, the characteristic
impedance of MILL is pretty larger than it of LILL and it is
larger than and equal to the output impedance of the driver.
The signal voltage shape on the signal transmission line of the
switching mode circuit is got by the time integral of the
solitary electric field wave. The solitary electric field wave has
no harmonic waves. The time width of the solitary electric
field wave is not changed but the magnitude of it is reduced
exponentially on the MILL. Therefore, the signal integrity
including the magnitude and the rise/fall time is not
deteriorated on MILL (Figure 12).

?= 1

€ M©[

(30)

From 29 and 30, the sum total of the signal voltage is
? 5?

?=

(31)

From 31, it is understood that the signal voltage keeps the
constant value VS on the MILL.
The magnitude of the solitary electric field wave is reduced
exponentially on the MILL. Though, the signal integrity
including the magnitude and the rise/fall time is not
deteriorated and the signal voltage keeps the constant value VS
on the MILL.
4.3. Validation of Rise Time Reduction
The test board was prototyped to confirm the influence of the
length of the power supply line to the rise time of the signal
voltage (Figure 13) [1].

Figure 12. Solitary Electric Field Wave on MILL (image).

In Figure 12, the magnitude of the signal voltage which is the
time integral of the solitary electric field wave will be reduced
with traveling on MILL. However, the exponential variation
which is shown by the dash line compensates fully the
reduction of the magnitude of the signal voltage on MILL.
The electric field strength of the SEW on MILL is
^²

( ,2

€ M©Y

^²

,2

(27)

where x is the axis of the magnitude, z is the axis the length, α
is the attenuation constant, and
, 2 is the input
^²
electric field.
According to the definition of the electromagnetics, the signal
voltage on MILL is
?

qq

^²

, 2 ³ ³2

(28)

In 28, y is the effective thickness of the insulator of MILL and
z is the line length of MILL.
When z is l in 27, the integral of SEW in Figure 12 is
?

?=

€ M©[

?= € M©[

(29)

The integral of the variation form of the magnitude of SEW
which is shown the dash line in Figure 12 is

Figure 13. Prototyped Test Board.

In Figure 13, CMX309HWC50MHz was used for the
oscillator, SN74AS00N was used for the driver and the
receiver, and the prototyped LILC (1.5mm×24mm) was used
for the low impedance point on the power supply line. The
rated typical rise time of SN74AS00N is 0.5ns. Each length of
power line of the circuit A and circuit B was 1cm and 36cm.
The characteristic impedance of all transmission lines is
designed to be 73Ω. The resistors for impedance matching are
not being used at terminal of the signal transmission line. The
polyurethane enamelled wire was used for the signal
transmission line and power line on the unprocessed
single-sided PCB of FR-4.
The calculated round-trip time of the length of the power line
of 36cm and 1cm was each 5ns and 0.14ns. The measured rise
time of the signal voltage at the receiver of the circuit A was
about 3ns. The measured rise time of the signal voltage at the
receiver of the circuit B was approx. 8ns (Figure 14) [1].
In Figure 14, the step of the vertical axis is 2V and the step of
the horizontal axis is 5ns.
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(a) Transmission Coefficient

(a) Circuit A

(b) Terminal Impedance
Figure 15. Typical Characteristic of Parallel ATA I/F Cable (measured).

(b) Circuit B
Figure 14. Signal Voltage at Receiver (measured).

4.4. Validation of Crosstalk Suppression
[17]
4.4.1. Limitation of Current Technologies
The crosstalk is defined as the unintended electromagnetic
coupling between wires or PCB traces which come in to close
proximity and it is the common experience to find on the
signal traces and wires used for transmission. The main stream
of the method for reducing the crosstalk is based on the AC
circuit theory or the transmission line theory. The twisted-pair
cable, the shield cable, and the microstrip line on the printed
circuit board have been used to reduce the crosstalk [18-26].
In addition, many types of analysing method were presented
[27-29]. Though, the crosstalk problem is not solved enough.
The transmission coefficient and the terminal impedance of
the parallel ATA interface cable which consists of a 40-pair
flat cable and two 40-pin were measured (Figure15). In this
cable, the pins of #14, #15, #17, #18, #20, #22, #26, #28, and
#32 is connected to the ground conductor and the pin of #16 is
isolated. The transmission coefficient and the terminal
impedance of the 40-wirer ribbon cable which has two 40-pin
connectors was also measured (Figure16).

(a) Transmission Coefficient

(b) Terminal Impedance
Figure 16. Typical Characteristic of 40-wirer Ribbon Cable (measured).
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In Figure 15a and Figure 16a, the transmission loss of the
parallel ATA interface cable is small and is almost same as it of
the 40-wirer ribbon cable at up to 800MHz. But, the crosstalk
coefficient of the parallel ATA interface cable is considerably
smaller than it of the 40-wirer ribbon cable. In Figure 15b and
Figure 16b, the terminal impedance of both cables is almost
same.
The crosstalk suppression performance of the parallel ATA
interface cable was evaluated on the test board (Figure 17).

(b) Terminal A4 (1V, 10ns/div.)

Figure 17. Circuit Diagram of Test Board.

In Figure 17, XG-1000CA-91.3846MHz was used for OSC1,
CD74AC109: Dual J-K Flip-Flops was used as Z1 and Z2, and
SN74ABT620: Octal Buffers Drivers was used as the driver
Z3 and the receiver Z4. The prototyped LILL was used as LLI,
LL2, LL3, and LL4. The rated typical rise time of
SN74ABT620 is 1ns but the actual rise time is estimated to be
0.8ns from the after-mentioned experimental result. The
parallel ATA interface cable of 50cm length was connected to
T1 and T4.

(c) Terminal A7 (1V, 5ns/div.)

The signal voltage was confirmed at the input terminals of Z1
and the output terminals of Z2 (Figure 18, 19).

(d) Other Terminals (0.1V, 5ns/div.)
Figure 18. Signal Voltage at Input Terminal of Z1 (measured).

(a) Terminal A1 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(a) Terminal B1 (1V, 20ns/div.)
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(b) Terminal B4 (2V, 10ns/div.)

(a) Terminal A1 (2V, 20ns/div.)

(c) Terminal B7 (1V, 5ns/div.)
(b) Terminal A2 (0.5V, 20ns/div.)

(d) Other Terminals (0.1V, 20ns/div.)
Figure 19. Signal Voltage at Output Terminal of Z2 (measured)

(c) Terminal A3 (0.5V, 20ns/div.)

In Figure 19, the crosstalk voltage does not exist in the output
of the receiver. The signal voltage at the output terminals of Z1
and the input terminals of Z2 was also measured. Though,
these are not shown because of space limitations of this paper.
The parallel ATA interface cable of 50cm length was
connected to T1 and T3, and the 34-wire ribbon cable of 50cm
length without connector which has the same characteristics of
the 40-wire ribbon cable was connected to T3 and T4 in Figure
17. The signal voltage was confirmed at the input terminals of
Z2 and the output terminals of Z2 (Figure 20 and Figure 21).
The signal voltage at the input terminals of Z1 is same as
Figure 18.
(d) Terminal A4 (1V, 10ns/div.)
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(e) Terminal A5 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(a) Terminal B1 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(f) Terminal A6 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(b) Terminal B2 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(g) Terminal A7 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(c) Terminal B3 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(h) Terminal A8 (1V, 20ns/div.)
Figure 20. Signal Voltage at Input Terminal of Z2 (measured).

(d) Terminal B4 (1V, 10ns/div.)
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From above, it was confirmed that the crosstalk reduction
performance of the parallel ATA interface cable is lost by the
connection of the multi wire cable like the ribbon cable.
4.4.2. Performance Confirmation of MILL
The prototyped lossy multi conductor cable was formed as a
sample of MILL by using 0.1mmΦ UEW and the 6K carbon
roving. And its effective length was 1m (Figure 22). 1 piece of
wires was assigned to grounding [29].
(e) Terminal B5 (1V, 10ns/div.)

(a) Exterior view

(b) Cross Section (image)

Figure 22. Prototyped Lossy Multi Conductor Cable.

(f) Terminal B6 (1V, 20ns/div.)

In Figure 22b, 01 shows 0.1mmΦ UEW, 02 shows the 6K
carbon roving, and 03 shows the heat shrinkable clear tube.
Both transmission coefficient and terminal impedance of the
lossy multi conductor cable were measured (Figure 23).

(g) Terminal B7 (1V, 20ns/div.)

(a) Transmission Coefficient

(h) Terminal B8 (1V, 20ns/div.)
Figure 21. Signal Voltage at Output Terminal of Z2 (measured).

In Figure 21, the crosstalk voltage was observed at the output
terminal B2, B3, B5, B6, and B8 of the receiver in Figure 17,
and the integrity of the 46MHz signal voltage was deteriorated.

(b) Terminal Impedance
Figure 23. Characteristics of Typical Line (measured).
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In Figure 23a, both transmission coefficient S21 and e
crosstalk coefficient S42 have almost same value at higher
than 200MHz and these values are considerably smaller than
these of the parallel ATA interface cable.
The performance of the prototyped lossy multi conductor
cable was evaluated on the test board (Figure 24).

(b) Terminal A4 (1V, 10ns/div.)

Figure 24. Circuit diagram of Test Board.

CMX309HWC- 50MHz was used as OSC1, SG-210STF13.5MHz was used as OSC2, SG-210STF-133.3MHz was
used as the OSC3, and SN74ABT620 was used as Z1 (driver)
and Z2 (receiver). The prototyped LILL was used as LLI, LL2,
LL3, and LL4. The estimated rise time of SN74ABT620 is
0.8ns, which corresponds to 400MHz of MSF. In Figure 23,
S21 and S41 are -30dB at 400MHz. 4 pieces of the prototyped
lossy multi conductor cable were connected to T1 and T2, and
the ribbon cable without connector having 34 wires and 50cm
length was connected to T2 and T4.

(c) Terminal A7 (1V/div.)

The signal voltage was measured at the input terminals of Z1,
the input terminals of Z2, the input terminals of Z2, and the
others. The others are not shown because of space limitations
of this paper (Figure 25, Figure 26, and Figure 27).

(d) Terminal A2, 3, 5, 6 and 8 (1V/div.)
Figure 25. Signal Voltage at Input Terminal of Z1 (measured).

(a) Terminal A1 (2V, 5ns/div.)

(a) Terminal A1 (2V, 5ns/div)
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(b) Terminal A2 (0.5V, 10ns/div.)

(f) Terminal A6 (0.5V, 5ns/div.)

(c) Terminal A3 (0.5V, 5ns/div)

(g) Terminal A7 (0.5V, 5ns/div)

(h) Terminal A8 (0.5V, 5ns/div.)
(d) Terminal A4 (1V, 10ns/div.)

(e) Terminal A5 (0.5V, 5ns/div)

Figure 26. Signal Voltage at Input Terminal of Z2 (measured).

(a) Terminal B1 (1V, 5ns/div.)
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(b) Terminal B4 (1V, 10ns/div.)

Figure 28. Voltage of 133.3MHz signal at B7 of Z1 (measured).

In Figure 28, the vertical axis is 0.5V/division and the
horizontal axis is 2ns/division. The voltage shape of
133.3MHz signal at B7 of Z1 looks like the linear wave. This
wave has not the stationary state or DC level because the rated
maximum frequency of Z1 is 100MHz. The magnitude of the
133.3MHz signal at B7 of Z1 will be reduced on Z1.
The magnetic waves on both driver side and receiver side of
the prototyped lossy multi conductor cable shown in Figure 22
was measured by the magnetic probe (Figure 29, 30).

(c) Terminal B7 (1V, 5ns/div.)

(a) B2 (2mV, 1ns/div)
(d) Terminal B2, 3, 5, 6 and 8 (1V/div.)
Figure 27. Signal Voltage at Output Terminal of Z2 (measured).

The signal integrity of 13.5MHz and 50MHz were kept and
the crosstalk voltage was not observed as shown in Figure 25,
Figure 26, and Figure 27. In Figure 25c, Figure 26g, and
Figure 27c, the signal of 133.3MHz signal which supplied to
terminal A7 and T1 is changed to the signal of 50MHz. The
133.3MHz signal which supplied to the input terminal A7 of
Z1 in Figure 12c was changed to the signal of 50MHz at the
input terminal A7 of Z2 in Figure 13g.
The magnitude of 133.3MHz signal at the output terminal B7
of Z2 was reduced (Figure 28).

(b) B3 (2mV, 1ns/div)
Figure 29. Magnetic Field on Cable of Z1 Side (measured).
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Figure 31. Buck Converter.

Both solitary electric field and voltage of D1 when Q1 is
turned on were calculated based on the solitary
electromagnetic wave theory. (Figure 32).
(a) A2 (1mV, 1ns/div)

(a) SEW at D1
(b) A3 (1mV, 1ns/div)
Figure 30. Magnetic Field on Cable of Z2 Side (measured).

In Figure 29a and Figure 29b, there are some magnetic field
waves having the time width of about 0.8ns. The time width of
0.8ns corresponds to MSF of 400MHz in accordance with the
solitary electromagnetic wave theory. As shown in Figure 23a,
the crosstalk coefficient S41 of the lossy multi conductor cable
is -30dB at 400MHz. In Figure 30, the solitary magnetic field
waves cannot be found. The induction wave shapes of the
magnetic field and the electric field are same.
From above, it was confirmed that the crosstalk reduction
performance of the lossy multi conductor cable is never lost
by the connection of the multi wire cable like the ribbon
cable. As the result, the excellent performance of MILL
technology about the crosstalk reduction and the conservation
of the signal integrity was confirmed.

5. Reconstruction DC-DC
Converter to QSCC [14]

(b) Rise part of Voltage at D1
Figure 32. SEW and Voltage at D1 at Turn-on (calculated).

In Figure 32a, E0 in 13 was 1.7367 for calculation of SEW. In
Figure 32b, the voltage shape was got by time integral of SEW.
The vibration frequency which is caused at each switching
period is 60.15 MHz and the duration of the vibration is
relatively long.
Both solitary electric field and voltage of D1 when Q1 is
turned off were calculated (Figure 33).

5.1. Original Circuit
The DC-DC converter is a kind of the switching mode circuit.
The buck converter which is the typical DC-DC converters
consists of MOS FET as Q1, the diode as D1, the inductor as
L1, the capacitor as C1, the unregulated DC line as UDCL, the
switching DC line as SDCL, the regulated DC line as RDCL,
and the DC source as Vs (Figure 31).
(a) SEW at D1
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E0 in 13 was 13.17 for calculation of SEW shown in Figure
33a. In Figure 33b, the rise-part of the voltage shape was
calculated by time integral of the waves of SEW. Q1 will be
broken by the over-voltage if the snubber is not used. The
vibration having the frequency of 73.4 MHz exists on UDCL.
The vibration duration is relatively short but the magnitude of
it is larger than it at turn-on. Therefore, buck converter shown
in Figure 31 will cause the conducted interference and the
radiated interference, even if it is not broken.
(b) Rise part of Voltage at D1

The circuit parameters for calculation are shown in Table 1.

Figure 33. SEW and Voltage at D1 at Turn-off (calculated).
Table 1. Circuit Parameters.
UDCL
SDCL
RDCL

Q1

D1

L1
C1
VS
VOUT
Output Current

500 mm length, 20 mm width
100 mm length, 20 mm width
≧100 mm, few ten millimetres width
Absolute maximum drain to source voltage: 30 V
Absolute maximum drain current of: 30 A
Static On-state resistance of the drain to source: 10 mΩ
Rise/Fall time: 3.5 ns (MSF: 91 MHz)
Output capacitance: 350 pF (3.3Ωat MSF)
Maximum average forward current: 30 A
Maximum DC reverse voltage: 30 V
Maximum forward voltage drop: 0.5 V
Inductance: 800 nH
Maximum current: 25.7 A
Terminal impedance: 500 Ω at MSF
100 μF
12 V
5V
20A

Transmission line formed by Double-sided PCB of FR4

Power MOSFET of RJK0305DPB (RENESAS)

30SLJQ030 (IR) of Schottky Barrier Diode

CEP125NP-0R8NC-UD (SUMIDA)
Bulk Capacitor

defined criterion in the solitary electromagnetic theory (Figure
34).

5.2. Application Example of Lossy Line
Technologies
LILL and MILL have excellent decoupling performance. The
buck converter shown in Figure 31 was reconstructed to
QSCC by using LILL and MILL in accordance with the

The circuit parameters in Figure 34 for the calculation are
shown in Table 2, and the others are same to Table 1.

Figure 34. Improved Buck Converter.
Table 2. Circuit Parameters.
UDCL1

Stem Trace: 10 mm length, 100 mm width
Branch Trace: 48 mm length, 5 mm width

UDCL2

20 mm length, 60 mm width

SDCL1

10 mm length, 60 mm width

RDCL1
and RDCL2

20 mm length, 30 mm width

SDCL2

20 mm length, 60 mm width

Transmission Line formed by Outer Layers of Four-layer PCB of FR4

Transmission Line formed by Abutting Outer Layer and Inner layer of Four-layer PCB
of FR4
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The typical characteristics of LL1, LL2 and ML1 on the
circuit shown in Figure 34 was calculated by the characteristic
equations 19- 26 with reference to the result of prototyping
(Figure 35, Figure 36, and Figure 37).
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Table 3. Calculation Condition.
33.9μF/cm2
8.5
12,000 S/m
72,727 S/m
0.8
2 mm
16 mm
1.84 µm
1 µm
0.92 µm
6×10-18 F/m

Appearance Capacitance of Etched Aluminum Foil
Dielectric Constant of Alumina
Conductivity of Conductive Polymer
Conductivity of Carbon Graphite
Appearance Ratio of Capacitance
Effective Chip Width
Effective Chip Length
Effective Thickness of Alumina Layer on Etching Surface
Thickness of Conductive Polymer Layer
Thickness of Carbon Graphite Layer
Electromagnetic Coupling between Terminals

(a) S21

(a) S21

(b) Terminal Impedance
Figure 35. Characteristics of LL1 (calculated).

(b) S11 (Reflection Coefficient)
Figure 37. Characteristics of ML1 (calculated).

In Figure 37, the calculation condition is shown in the Table 4,
and the others are same to Table 3.
Table 4. Calculation Condition.

Figure 36. S21 of LL2 (calculated).

In Figure 35 and Figure 36, the calculation condition of S21
and the terminal impedance is shown in the following Table 3.

Appearance Capacitance of Etched Aluminum Foil
Appearance Ratio of Capacitance
Effective Chip Width
Effective Chip Length
Effective Thickness of Alumina Layer on Etching
Surface
Thickness of Carbon Graphite Layer
Electromagnetic Coupling between Terminals

0.49μF/cm2
1
0.1 mm
32 mm
3.99µm
50µm
0.3×10-16 F/m
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Both solitary electric field and the voltage at the point A on
UCDL1 and the point B on UDCL2 were calculated based on
the solitary electromagnetic wave theory when Q1 is turned on
(Figure 38 and 39).

In Figure 39, the high voltage vibration will be suppressed by
LL1 and ML1, and the traveling of the solitary
electromagnetic wave will be prevented by LL1 and LL2. The
rise time of the voltage shape on SDCL1 will be also
compressed by LL1. The calculation condition of SEW in
Figure 38 is shown in Table 5.
Table 5. Calculation Condition.
)%2
B
+2% 3
−2% 3
Relative Permeability of Transmission Line
Dielectric Constant of Transmission Line
Dielectric Constant of LL1, 2 and ML1

(a) Point C on SDCL1

0.877
0.568
0
-5.25ns
1
4.35
8.5

Both solitary electric field and the voltage of the point A on
UCDL1 and the point B on UDCL2 were calculated based on
the solitary electromagnetic wave theory when Q1 is turned
off (Figure 40 and 41).

(b) Point D on SDCL2
Figure 38. SEW at Turn-on (calculated).

(a) Point A

(a) Point C on SDCL1

(b) Point B
Figure 40. SEW of the point A and B at Turn-off (calculated).

(b) Point D on SDCL2
Figure 39. Voltage at Turn-on (calculated).

In Figure 40, SEW was calculated by putting 13.17 to E0 in
13.
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(b) Point D on SDCL2
Figure 42. SEW of the point C and D at Turn-off (calculated).
(a) Point A

(a) Point C on SDCL1

(b) Point B
Figure 41. Voltage of the point A and B at Turn-off (calculated).

In Figure 41, the voltage shape was calculated by time integral
of the waves of SEW. In Figure 41b, the magnitude of the
rising part was greatly reduced than it of shown in Figure 33b.
Therefore Q1 does not break. Both solitary electric field and
the voltage of the point C on SDCL1 and the point D on
SDCL2 were calculated based on the solitary electromagnetic
wave theory when Q1 is turned off (Figure 42 and 43).

(b) Point D on SDCL2
Figure 43. Voltage at Turn-off (calculated).

(a) Point C on SDCL1

In Figure 42, SEW was calculated by putting 13.17 to E0 in 13.
In Figure 42, there is the single SEW and its magnitude at the
point D on SDCL2 is reduced enough. In Figure 43, the
voltage shape was calculated by time integral of the waves of
SEW. In Figure 43, the spike or bounce on SDCL1 and
SDCL2 does not arise. Therefore, on SDCL2, the
electromagnetic interference (EMI) at the moment of Q1’s
turn off will be suppressed. According to the QSCC criteria,
in this reconstruction example of the buck converter to QSCC,
the permissible value of the traveling time ” is 0.7 ns
because t or = of Q1 is 3.5 ns. Therefore, the permissible
length of the trace on PCB of FR-4 (3t = 4.35) is 100.7 mm.
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The electromagnetic boundary of QSCC on the buck converter
is formed by LL1, LL2 and ML1. The sum total of the lengths
of UDCL2, Q1, and SDCL1 is 34.6 mm, which is shorter than
100.7 mm. In Figure 34, the line length of UDCL and the sum
of the line length of SDCL, LI, and RDCL are much longer
than the limit. Though, this is permitted, because they are the
passive component and are placed at the outside of the
electromagnetic boundary of QSCC.
As a result, the buck converter is reconstructed to QSCC. Also
the control circuit of the buck converter should be
reconstructed to QSCC by using LILL and MILL.

6. Conclusion
The problems of the conventional electric circuit theories and
the electromagnetic wave theory were discussed with
reference to many experiments and its evaluation result. The
solitary electromagnetic wave theory which can solve the
almost problems about the switching mode circuit is presented.
The solitary electromagnetic wave theory is the only theory
which can analyse the switching mode circuit in accordance
with the electromagnetic physics perfectly. The switching
mode circuit is consists of the switching device, the power
supply line, and the signal transmission line, and it includes
the digital circuit and the switching mode power supply circuit.
The vector solitary electromagnetic wave equation was
developed by reference to the estimated development process
of the Maxwell’s vector electromagnetic wave equations by
fusing the semiconductor physics, nonlinear wave physics,
and the conventional electromagnetic wave physics. The
electromagnetic analysis of the data signal and the skew
analysis become possible because the Fourier transform is
unnecessary. The required time and expense for the
electromagnetic analysis of the switching mode circuit is
greatly saved because the full-wave simulation is unnecessary.
The lossy line technologies including LILL and MILL were
developed based on the solitary electromagnetic wave theory.
LILL is the high-performance decoupling component for the
power supply line and it has the low impedance. The on-chip
LILL greatly increase the performance of SoC and it reduces
the unnecessary electromagnetic wave which leaks to the
printed circuit board from SoC. The on-board LILL
suppresses the leakage of the unnecessary electromagnetic
wave from SoC and the switching device. In addition it
stabilizes the behaviour of SoC. On the other hand, MILL is
the high-performance decoupling element for the signal line
and it has the pretty larger impedance than LILL. The
excellent performance of the lossy multi conductor cable
which can use all wires except one wire for grounding for the
signal transmission and does not need the shield and pair
formation was presented. MILL solves the crosstalk problem

and it improves the signal integrity. In addition, it eliminates
the impedance matching termination circuit. An example of
the methodology of the QSCC reconstruction of the switching
mode power supply was presented. LILL and MILL
effectively will provide the EMI-free situation of the
switching mode circuit to the module, equipment and system.
Tektronix TDS520A® Digitizing Oscilloscope and Tektronix
T6204® FET Probe were used for the measurement of the
signal voltage. NEC MP-10L® Magnetic Probe which was
listed to the IEC61967-6 as the MP method was used for the
measurement of the magnetic field. The vector network
analyser miniVNA Tiny® was used for the measurement of
the transmission coefficient and the terminal impedance.
Mathcad 15® was used for all calculations. Excel® was used
for showing the result of calculation and measurement
graphically.
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